MIDWESTERN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

Symposium Proposal

Procedure:
1. Fill out this side of the form as completely as you can.
2. Use reverse side (or an attached page) for a description of the goals of
   the symposium or what you expect it to accomplish. Indicate as specifi-
   cally as you can what each participant will present.
3. Send 4 copies of proposal to the Program Committee Chairman by Feb. 15.

Note:
   a. Symposia may include members and non-members of MPA.
   b. Being in a symposium does not disqualify one from giving a paper in a
      paper-reading session.
   c. The symposium chairman sometimes serves as a discussant but it is highly
      desirable that he not be one of the participants.

Proposed Title
of Symposium  Automated Teaching in Education and Industry

Chairman  Dr. Robert F. Medina  Affiliation  Rohrer, Hibler & Replogle

Participants:
1. Name  Dr. B. F. Skinner  Affiliation  Professor, Department of Psychology
   Harvard University
   Topic  Learning Theory and Teaching Machines
   Status of your contact with him (accepts?)  (see reverse side)

2. Name  William Deutsch  Affiliation  Head, Research & Development Dept.
   Rheem, Califone, Corporation
   Topic  Effective Programming for Teaching Machines
   Status of contact  Hollywood, California
   (see reverse side)

   Santa Barbara, California
   Topic  "Who Make Good Programmers?"
   Status of contact  (see reverse side)

4. Name  Felix Stungevicius  Affiliation  President, International Language and
   Communications Center, Chicago, Ill.
   Topic  Practical Problems in Language Laboratories
   Status of contact  has agreed to serve

Discussants:
1. Name  Dr. Howard Hunt  Affiliation  Chairman, Department of Psychology,
   University of Chicago
   Status of contact

2. Name  Dr. Avery L. Stephens  Affiliation  Rohrer, Hibler & Replogle (basic
   research published in the
   Lumadaine & Glaser book)
   Status of contact  has agreed to serve
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Proposed Title of Symposium
Criterion Predictions From Objective Personality Factor Measurements

Chairman  Desmond S. Cartwright  Affiliation  University of Colorado

Participants:
1. Name  Raymond B. Cattell  Affiliation  University of Illinois
   Topic  To Be Arranged
   Status of your contact with him (accepts?)  Accepted

2. Name  Kenneth I. Howard  Affiliation  University of Chicago
   Topic  Predicting Delinquency Adaptations
   Status of contact  Accepted

3. Name  Kurt Pawlik  Affiliation  University of Chicago
   Topic  To Be Arranged
   Status of contact  Accepted

4. Name  Clifford Swanson  Affiliation  University of Tennessee
   Topic  Predicting Clinical Response in Mental Hospitals
   Status of contact  Invited

Discussants:
1. Name  Affiliation
   Status of contact

2. Name  Affiliation
   Status of contact
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Proposed Title of Symposium: The Effectiveness of Mass Mental Health Communications

Chairman: Eve Jones, Ph.D. Affiliation: Univ. College, The Univ. of Chicago

Participants:

1. Name: Freda Kelm, Ph.D. Affiliation: Assoc. for Family Living, Chicago
   Topic: How Helpful is the Discussion Group Method with Parents?
   Status of contact: as above
   Status of acceptance: awaits the acceptance of the symposium proposal

   Topic: Are Magazine Columns of Help with Marriage Problems?
   Status of contact: as above
   Status of acceptance: awaits acceptance of the topic plan

3. Name: Harjorie Nock, Ph.D. Affiliation: Judson Ph.D., 433 W. Van Buren, Chicago
   Topic: Do the Facts about Mental Health and Illness Concern the Public?
   Status of contact: as above

4. Name: Ann Landers Affiliation: Columnist, Sun-Times Syndicate, Chicago
   Topic: Can Problems be Solved by Advice Columns?
   Status of contact: as above

Discussants:

1. Name: H. Brewster Smith, Ph.D. Affiliation: Univ. of Calif., Berkeley, Calif.
   Status of contact: as above

2. Name: Eve Jones, Ph.D. Affiliation: Univ. of Chicago
   Status of contact: yes